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First, the breeder needs a breeding objective. What does
the breeder wish to accomplish in terms of genetic
performance of the herd for the particular environment
and/or production system?
At Lukefahr Ranch the breeding objective is: To maintain
a breeding herd of polled, slick and light-colored STAR cattle of
appropriate tropical genetics for the region and where selection is
applied to promote high fertility and survival in a low input system.
Once stated, it takes generations of selective breeding to
realize this objective, especially if it involves developing a
composite herd or even a new breed.

Purebreds versus Composites
The rationale for developing a composite is based on the
premise that there is no one perfect breed. While a particular
breed may have recognized genetic merit for several traits, it
does not excel for all traits of economic importance. A
composite is based on the initial crossing of breeds that
collectively possess the desired genes for all the traits of
interest. Moreover, a composite-bred animal benefits from
heterosis due to the initial crossbreeding, whereas a
purebred does not. In addition, once developed a
composite-bred animal can be mated to other compositebred animals (a sustainable breeding system), while
maintaining the original desired genes of the parental breeds
and retaining most of the available heterosis.

How to Start?
1.

Choose breeds of merit


2.

Utilize heterosis, also called hybrid vigor


3.

The focus should be on fertility and survival (longevity) but also on
output that ultimately relates to production and profit per acre

Herd replacement considerations


5.

Important in boosting performance and enhancing the ability of
animals to adapt to their environment, especially if challenging

Identify traits of value


4.

Criteria involves proper use of trait performance records and EPDs

With composites, both bull and heifers can be selected as herd
replacements and bred amongst themselves

Genetic evaluation plan


Analysis of performance records and ranking of animals
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Red Angus serves as the base for the composite. Angus is
classified as a dual-purpose breed with respect to genes for
both maternal (for example, fertility and milking ability) and
paternal (for example, growth and carcass) traits. Red as
opposed to black color was chosen because lighter colors
enhance adaptation to hot environments like in south Texas.
Because of the challenging south Texas environment, Senepol
and Tuli breeds were chosen after researching the literature.
Genes for both heat tolerance and drought adaptation are
desired. These are Bos taurus heat-adapted breeds.
The three-breed composite will also express important
heterosis which will confer additional adaptation ability.

Complimentary Breed
Characteristics
(Research/Observations):
Senepol
Tuli
Slick hair coats/
Moderate size
Numerous skin folds Early maturity
Early maturity
Drought adaptation
Heat resistance –
Small teats – Just
Daytime grazing/
enough milk
Summer fertility
Gentle
Strong udders –
Longevity
Small teats
Internal fat deposition
“Buttery” calves
Calving ease
Cows quickly fatten
Light colors
on grass

Choice of Breeds
Red Angus, Senepol and Tuli

http://redangus.org/

The Senepol Breed

Photo courtesy of Senepol Cattle Breeders Association
http://www.senepolcattle.com/

http://info@sacrementofarms.com

